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TOWN OF TIVERTON 
The Financial Town Meeting (FTM) Changes Advisory Committee 

Meeting Minutes for Monday, 6 June 2011  
Tiverton Town Hall 343 Highland Road 

 
The meeting commenced at 7:08PM in at the Tiverton Town Hall. 

Members present included Jeff Caron (Co Chair), Nancy Driggs (Co Chair), John Martin, Jeff Sroczynski, and 
Ruth Hollenbach.  Bob Gaw arrived at 7:25PM. 

 The minutes of 31 May 2011 were approved by unanimous consent. 

Jeff Caron presented the documents:  

1) FTMCAC Issue Tracking Sheet dated 6 June 2011 

2) FTMCAC Press Release dated 25 May 2011 

3) Tiverton Patch Article “Talks Continue in Effort to Change the Way Tiverton Residents Vote on 
Budget” dated 31 May 2011 and relate blog comments 

The Committee worked through the FTMCAC Issue Tracking Sheet closing and modifying issues.  
Justifications and actions were noted in the “Notes” column.  This effort is self documented in the issue tracking 
sheet. 

Jeff Caron agreed to implement changes in V8. 

Jeff Caron and Nancy Driggs will represent the FTMCAC at the TC meeting on 13 June and at the SC meeting 
on 14 June.  

The next meeting was scheduled for Monday 20 June at 7PM, tentative location Town Council Chambers. 

The meeting adjourned at about 10:00PM 

   

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Jeff Caron 

Co-Chair 
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MAX ID = 60

Jeff Caron = JC

Nancy Driggs = NG

Brian Medieros = BM

Bob Gaw = BG

Jeff Sroczynski = JS

ID #

Origination

Date

Close

Date Raised By Section Issue Status Notes

Possible

Solicitor

Review

1 11-Apr-11 JC Cover Page
"Improvements over FTM" - add a chart / list of all things 

in common with FTM.
Open Ongoing

24 25-Apr-11 JC ??? Allow for absentee ballots Open

Town Clerk investigateing with BOC/BOE.

JC:  Leave open for JC to work.

JC:  Address in conjunction with 47.

45 26-May-11 J Amarantes Page 8 of V6

I have proposed a change to page 8 of 21 on your version 

#6 (I was unable to obtain V#7 so all my page references 

are to V6's numbering). As you can see, I show all four 

categories, i.e., Budget Committee Recommendation, 

Town Council request, School Committee request and 

Elector petition. Also, I've prominently added the word 

"OR"  so all can see that there are many budget options - 

 from which one is to be selected and voted upon by the 

elector.

Open

JC:  See file provided by J Amarantes.  Asked ND to run this to 

ground with J Amarantes.

ND:  Main concern is to clarify that the "Vote For One" does 

not indicate that voter should vote for BC BP (the 1st on the 

ballot).

FTMCAC:  Use Text:  "Vote for one of the following Budget 

Proposals".

FTMCAC:  Decided that "OR" was not needed with the above 

clarification.

JC:  Made changes in V8.

FTMCAC:  Recommend verifying that change was made in all 

locations needed, then closing.

46 27-May-11 Nancy Mello
Nancy Mello raised the same concern as #45:  That the 

FTR ballot should preserve the right for an elector (via 

petition) to specify his line item amounts that the petition 

changes.    

Open

JC:  Agree we should make every effort to incorporate this 

feature as an OPTIONAL specification/statement the elector 

petition can make upon initial distribution og the petitions 

from the Town Clerk to the Elector.

JC:  Thought:  The BC, TC, and SC will all have the podium 

enough to make thier case.  This will give the elector, at thier 

option, to state thier case.

Treat with #  57

47 29-May-11 J Amarantes

Based on a conversation I had with Nancy Mello late last 

week, I have a final proposed change to version #6 of the 

draft  ballot question. 

Specifically, if I understood Nancy correctly, there is a plan 

to have absentee ballots for the FTR. Further, there is a 

reference to absentee ballots on page 

14, (h)4.), which deals with the FTR runoff. If I have it 

right, this an important and exciting feature of your ballot 

question - that is, for the first time in the 300+ year 

history of Tiverton, shut-ins and invalids who are Tiverton 

electors will be able to vote for the proposed annual 

budget. 

However, I don't see any mention of absentee ballot 

procedures for the actual FTR, so attached please find 

proposed amendments to V6 which do provide for 

absentee ballot pickup and return to the Town Clerk's 

Office. Kindly note that I am copying Nancy Mello as she is 

the Board of Canvasser's clerk and they may have some 

additional input. As I know you are trying to finalize the 

proposed ballot question in time for the July 11th public 

hearing, this will be my last suggested change on this fine 

and innovative document which now opens the budget 

approval process to our infirmed and elderly shut-ins.

Open

JC:  See proposed language provided by J Amarantes.  

Address in conjuction with 24.

On 31 May 2011 a lengthy discussion ensued which included 

the full FTMCAC, Town Clerk, and Councilor Coulter.  In this 

conversation it was acknowledged by all that the SOS under 

Title 17 has nothing to do absentee ballots for a budgetary 

referendum, and that according to Mr. Raposa at BOE the 

town charter can designate the applicability of absentee 

ballots.

Through this conversation the FTMCAC learned that the Clerk 

and the BOC actually visit nursing homes/ hospitals/etc to 

gather votes from those not well.  The Clerk indicated that 

she and the BOC would do everything possible to reach these 

electors even in the compressed time FTR schedule.Councilor 

Coulter stated that an affidavit by the absentee voter might 

be a useful document. 

JC:  Stated that a solution might be to put the BOC in charge 

of the absentee ballots.

Nancy Mello stated that it would be wise to leave the BOC 

some flexibility to develop and refine this process over the 

years.  The FTMCAC was agreeable.

JC & ND: Draft language that enables BOC to implement 

absentee ballots.   

47 continued Open

During the discusstion the Clerk stated that Mr. Raposa at 

BOE suggested that a second Eagle (optical scanning 

machine) be set up in Town Hall for a period of time so that 

the absentee ballots could be scanned/counted as they come 

in.  There was general agreement that this was a great idea.   

FTMCAC:  The committee decided by unanimous consensus 

that JC and ND should draft language "authorizing" the BOC 

to implement absentee ballots iaw thier own process.

48 31-May-11 JC
Update and include more ballot question samples to 

capture different scenarios.
Open

49 31-May-11 JC
Map working document over to actual charter including all 

strikes and deletions.
Open

JC:  This will need to happen for final submission.  Do not wait 

till last minute -too much chance for error. 

50 31-May-11 JC Should flowchart be included with proposal?  If so how? Open

51 31-May-11 JC
Should sample ballot questions be included with proposal?  

If so how?
Open

53 31-May-11 Nancy Mello
Tax Levy Vote:  Authorize TC to take vote by adding to the 

TC powers and duties. 
Open JC & ND:  Draft language

54 31-May-11 Nancy Mello
Is a "Warning" needed?  The Town Clerk causes the 

warning.
Open JC:  This is a legal question for Solicitor

55 31-May-11 Nancy Mello
Notice:  Comparing last year vs new year 

BC/TC/SC/Petitions
Open JC:  This is a legal question for Solicitor

56 31-May-11 Nancy Mello Recertification of Voter List between FTR and Runnoff Open
Nancy Mello will check with Bob Raposa at BOE if this would 

be needed.

Financial Town Referendum Issue Tracking Sheet

6 June 2011
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MAX ID = 60

Jeff Caron = JC

Nancy Driggs = NG

Brian Medieros = BM

Bob Gaw = BG

Jeff Sroczynski = JS

ID #

Origination

Date

Close

Date Raised By Section Issue Status Notes

Possible

Solicitor

Review

Financial Town Referendum Issue Tracking Sheet

6 June 2011

57 31-May-11
Nancy Mello

James Amarantes

Both noted that there is no way for an elector petition to 

state how their BP deviates from the BC reccomendation.    
Open

JC:  Discussed 4 options:

1)  No ability

2) Optionally record BP deviation statement with Town Clerk.

3) Place BP deviation statement on Elector Petition

4) Place BP deviation statement on ballot

FTMCAC:  There was consensus that there should be a 

mechanism to record the wishes of the petition orininator.  

There was also strong consensus that the petition and ballot 

should remain "unaltered".

ND:  Via a line of questioning noted that petitioner desires 

are not binding. 

FTMCAC:  There was a consensus that option #2 would be 

worth drafting.

JC & ND:  Draft language.

58 31-May-11 JC Draft actual ballot question Open

59 5-Jun-11 JC
Should the name "Non Budget Proposals" be replaced by 

"Resolutions"  
Open

60 6-Jun-11

Tiverton Dad /

 Nancy Mello /

 and others 

Should the 301 signature requirement be reduced to 50 or 

100?  See blog posts. Open

Nancy Mello said that to "add a fire truck" currently takes 50 

votes under the charter, yet under the FTR it would take 301 

signatures.  She also said this may be percieved as a "right" 

being taken away.

Others have also stated similar concerns.

JC:  Reccomend FTMCAC consider reducing signature 

requirement to 50.

2 11-Apr-11 JC Throughout "Financial Town Referendum" Closed
Implemented by JC

Agreed to by unanimous consent on 11 April

3 11-Apr-11 BM Section 301 d 2
Elector Non Budget Proposals - Are there things we need 

to include/exclude?
Closed

Brian to bring forward a list for discussion.

FTMCAC:  Covered by 301 b 2.

Recommend Closing

X

4 11-Apr-11 BM Section 301 g 3 BOC Juristiction over FTR Closed

JC talked to Clerk:  BOC would certify vote by next day

JC spoke to BOC Chair:  RIGL is silent on BOC juristiction over 

FTMs.  BOC agreeable to have charter delegate juristiction to 

BOC.

BOC meeting Monday AM to discuss.

X

5 11-Apr-11 JC Section 902 a
"subject to appropriation by the FTM"

Should we not delete this? 
Closed

JC talked to Laura Epke.  Reason for deletion is that there is 

no mechanism to vote on this in the Referendum under the 

MEP ballot question format.  Recommend deletion. 

6 11-Apr-11 JC Section 903 a
"subject to appropriation by the FTM"

Should we not delete this? 
Closed

JC talked to Laura Epke.  Reason for deletion is that there is 

no mechanism to vote on this in the Referendum under the 

MEP ballot question format.  Recommend deletion. 

7 11-Apr-11 JC Section 1101
(b) Compensation ….

Should we not delete this section? 
Closed

JC talked to Laura Epke.  Reason for deletion is that there is 

no mechanism to vote on this in the Referendum under the 

MEP ballot question format.  Recommend deletion. 

8 11-Apr-11 JC Section 1309
(b) Compensation ….

Should we not delete this section? 
Closed

JC talked to Laura Epke.  Reason for deletion is that there is 

no mechanism to vote on this in the Referendum under the 

MEP ballot question format.  Recommend deletion. 

9 11-Apr-11 BM Section 301 (c) Who will automatically place budget proposal on ballot? Closed

Consensus on 21 March gave BC (lead), TC, and SC access to 

ballot.

Issue raised again by BM on 11 April.

JC took initiative to go before the SC on 4/26.

BM:  Proposed an idea where BC only leads, and charter has 

language where TC/SC could endorse either BC 

Recommerndation or a petition - and said endorsement 

would appear on ballot.

JC:  Initial feedback from the SC is that thet want access.  

Language drafted for review by SC.  Suggest leving open until 

after meeting with SC on 10 May.

JC:  Most agree it is the role of the BC to recommend  (take 

the lead) re first, automatic, required Budget Proposal.  As 

such if the FTMCAC agrees reccomend closing. 

10 11-Apr-11 BM
Section 301 (g)

6.)
how to have one-time process without risks of plurality Closed

Inquired with Solicitor re plurality "Vote for One" ballot 

structure.  Solictor provided written opinion dated 3 

December 2010 that there is no legal provision to prevent a 

plurality "Vote for One" ballot.

Policy tradeoff for FTMCAC: "minority adoption" versus "non-

finality"

BM will not support a plurality vote.

JS proposed a vote for one with majority reqirement, and a 

post runnoff of the two highest vote getters if needed.  JC to 

draft language in V4.

JC:  Language drafted for FTMCAC review and approval.

ND:  Need to clarify "majority" - majority of what?

FTMCAC:  "a majority of votes cast shall be adopted" 

11 11-Apr-11 BM retaining FTM voters' rights to exceed state tax-cap Closed

BM has proposed language for consideration.

BM to send JC language - upon agreement of draft forward to 

solicitor for request.

JC:  BM resigned from the FTMCAC.  To Date he has not 

brought this language forward as a member of the public.

Recommend FTMCAC discuss in conjunction with Item 28.

FTMCAC:  State Law controls

X

12 11-Apr-11 BM what if there is only one budget proposal on ballot Closed

FTMCAC to decide policywise that if there are no challenges 

to BC budget then just adopt it.

Unanimous consent that FTR must occur.
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Financial Town Referendum Issue Tracking Sheet

6 June 2011

13 11-Apr-11 BM what to do with resolutions under FTM (TC's right?) Closed
Addressed by Non Budget Proposals and those that have 

been hard worded into the charter proposal

14 11-Apr-11 BM
can't do additional spending items (50 signatures/"Iadder 

truck")
Closed

Addressed by Non Budget Proposals because they cannot 

affect Budget Proposal Entities

15 11-Apr-11 31-May-11 BM 301 g 1.) what to do with other business allowed at FTM Closed

Handled via Non Budget Proposals.

JC added section 301 g 1.) which make it clear that FTR can 

also address other questions.

BM:  Is there something that may need to change when 

FTM>FTR?  Ask Nancy.

JC:  Check with Nancy Mello.

Nancy Mello:  Non Budget Proposals handles FTM 

"Resolutions".  All seems to be covered.

FTMCAC:  Reccomend closing.

X

16 11-Apr-11 BM
what to do about voters / TC right to call "special FTM" 

during the year
Closed

JC drafted language to address this concern in V3.  The right 

of TC/electors to call special referenda remains unchanged.

17 11-Apr-11 31-May-11 BM
unanticipated legal / Charter changes resulting from FTM-

to-referendum change
Closed

BM stated this is like 11 above

FTMCAC to review and compile list to best of ability so that it 

is prepared for questions.

FTMCAC:  Refer to Solicitor.

JC:  V7 sent to Solicitor for review - recommend closing.

X

18 20-Apr-11 Tax Assessor
change "secret vote" to "private vote" (Assessors personal 

preference)
Closed

FTMCAC agreed "Secret Ballot" is a term of the art.

Wording unchanged.

19 20-Apr-11 Tax Assessor change "appeal" to "appear" in "Access to Ballot' Closed JC fixed this

20 20-Apr-11 Tax Assessor change "ABR" to "FTR" in flowchart Closed JC fixed this

21 20-Apr-11 Tax Assessor
Clarify Municipal include/not include treasurer & clerk 

budgets
Closed JC fixed this X

22 20-Apr-11 Tax Assessor

Move FTR date to last Tues in May.

Confirm OK with Treasurer, TA re prepay issue.

BM prefered 2 June - unanimous consent to put back to 2 

June and see how feedback comes in.    

Closed

Updated in V3 to last Tues in May

Updated in V4 to first Tuesday in June

23 22-Apr-11 Laura Epke Section 301 d. 1

Delete:  "Originator specified ballot entry amounts must 

and shall be verified by the Town Clerk within one (1) 

business day.  No petition shall be accepted that proposes 

an appropriation or tax levy amount that is in violation of 

the RI General Laws."

Town Clerk arbitrating this could create a battle.  Better to 

remain silent and let the petition live/die on the merits.

Closed

FTMCAC to decide

JC asked that this be left open

JC:  Owing to the comment by Carol Hermann, JC deleted this 

requirement - for FTMCAC review and approval. 

25 25-Apr-11 JC 301 (b) 1.)
Allow for General Fund Offset/there must be a way to 

accomplish this on the ballot in one step, not two.
Closed

JC drafted language to permit this.  Approach is the same as 

used for the excess levy - namely to bury the approval right in 

the budget proposal statement.

JC:  FTMCAC review and approval

X

26 25-Apr-11 Carol Hermann

Is there a limit on the total # of proposals?

For example, with 8 proposals 15% of the voters voting 

could decide budget.

Closed
JC:  Plurality issue address by Section 301 (h) runnoff.

Suggest FTMCAC review and approval.

27 25-Apr-11 Carol Hermann Petition & process to exceed the CAP. Closed

JC:  Language added to Town Council powers and duties 

which requires them to seek state approvals for excess levy 

should a Budget Proposal with an excess levy be received by 

the Town Clerk.

Recommend FTMCAC review and approval/close.

28 25-Apr-11 Carol Hermann 4/5ths must be clarified Closed Discuss this with Item 11

29 25-Apr-11 Bill Rearick

Special Meeting:  State law allows for an additional 

budget.  The SC can ask the appropriating body for more 

funds.  We need to comply with the RIGL requirement.

See RIGL 16-2-9 #9 and 16-2-21.4 (Carulo Act)

Closed

JC:  See latest cover letter to SC.  Propose that current 

language meets the RIGL requirements.  Suggest leaving 

open until after meeting with SC on 10 May.

JC:  V5 has revised language.  To date Robinson has no isssues 

re Ballot Access in a Carulo action.

Reccommend closing - reopen if Robinsons leagal opinion 

changes. 
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Financial Town Referendum Proposal Nearing Completion 
The Financial Town Meeting Changes Advisory Committee (“FTMCAC”) is nearing 
completion of a charter change proposal to replace the Financial Town Meeting (“FTM”) 
with a referendum – based Financial Town Referendum (“FTR”).  Although the citizens 
of Tiverton voted in 2006 to seek a replacement to the FTM, they have never had the 
opportunity to vote for a referendum based replacement.  The purpose and effect of the 
FTR will be to have the people of Tiverton, not the Town Council, remain the 
appropriating body by substituting the FTR for the current FTM.    

The values of ease and simplicity of the FTR to the Tiverton voters are extraordinary, 
and the actual mechanics a vast improvement over the current FTM.  The FTR will be 
an all-day vote where a voter can go at his/her convenience to a central polling place.  
Every vote can be cast in privacy, in a matter of minutes.  All voters, therefore, will have 
an equal opportunity to participate in deciding the town’s budget and taxes, regardless 
of health issues, child-care issues, work issues, children’s sports issues, etc.  The 
Board of Canvassers will administer its normal voting process to assure orderly voting 
and accurate vote counts. 

The FTMCAC has employed diligence to ensure that the balance of power between the 
Town Council, School Committee, and Budget Committee is maintained to every extent 
possible.  The Budget Committee will continue to take the lead by preparing a docket 
and having its recommended Budget Proposal on the ballot.  Municipal and School 
Budget requests may optionally appear on the ballot, as could Elector Petitions.  This is 
in direct analogy to the FTM where the Budget Committee recommendation is provided 
via the FTM docket, there is the possibility of amendments by the School Committee 
and or Town Council from the FTM stage, and elector amendments from the FTM floor 
are common.  Similar to the FTM, no FTR budget would be adopted without a majority 
vote.  Please view the latest draft of the FTR (V7) at the link below. 

Two weeks prior to the FTR there will be a Financial Town Hearing (“FTH”) where all 
proposals can be vetted.  This will prevent surprises that can normally occur at an FTM, 
and provide voters ample opportunity to find out and discuss all implications of each 
plan.  The votes then taken at the FTR, two weeks later, will represent truly informed 
decisions. 

The FTMCAC continues to seek your input as it winds down this most important work.  
A public hearing is scheduled for Monday, July 11, at 7PM at the Tiverton High School 
Auditorium.  In advance of that you are encouraged to offer input on Tuesday, May 31, 
at 7 PM at the Tiverton Town Hall, and any following Monday night for our weekly 
meetings.      

Nancy Driggs Jeff Caron 

Co-Chairs of the FTMCAC 
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From Tiverton Patch 

 

Talks Continue in Effort to Change the Way Tiverton Residents Vote 
on Budget  

The Tiverton Financial Town Meeting Changes Advisory Committee meets tonight to discuss its charter change 

draft proposal.  

By Matthew Sanderson | Email the author | May 31, 2011  

44 Comments  

The Tiverton Financial Town Meeting Changes Advisory Committee meets tonight at 7 p.m. at Town Hall to continue 

discussing a ballot question that proposes changing the way the town votes on its annual budget. 

Committee Co-Chairs Nancy Driggs and Jeff Caron issued a press release last week that provided an update on 

their work, which aims to seek input and raise awareness of the charter change proposal. They  pitched the idea to 

the School Committee last month. 

A public hearing is scheduled for July 11 at 7 p.m. in the Tiverton High School auditorium. 

Caron said that although residents voted in 2006 to seek a replacement to the financial town meeting (FTM), they 

never had the opportunity to vote on a referendum-based replacement. The proposal seeks to keep Tiverton citizens 

the sole annual municipal budget voters while implementing an all-day referendum. 

Stating the simplicity of a financial town referendum (FTR) will "represent truly informed decisions" over the current 

FTM, the proposal states. It notes that all voters would have equal opportunity to participate in the voting process at 

a central location, regardless of health, childcare, work or other issues. 

With an all-day vote, voters can go to the central polling place at his or her convenience, the release continues. The 

Board of Canvassers will administer the normal voting process to assure accurate vote counts and orderly voting. 

The Budget Committee would continue to prepare the docket for the vote, and the budget proposal would be on a 

ballot. Municipal and School Committee requests could appear optionally on the ballot, as could elector petitions, 

according to the press release. The latest charter change draft proposal is attached to this post. 

Two weeks before the financial town referendum there would be a financial town hearing where all proposals are 

vetted. Caron said this should prevent surprises that can normally occur at the FTM, and give enough time for voters 

to learn of the latest town budget plan. 
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From Tiverton Patch 

SELECT COMMENTS FOR FTMCAC MEETING 

 

Tiverton Dad 

1:20pm on Thursday, June 2, 2011  

I would like to see the number of signatures required for an elector budget proposal petition to be reduced from 301 

to something in the neighborhood of 51 - 101. The budget committee, school committee, and town council are all 

small bodies of people that regularly and have complete access to information needed to prepare a budget. As we 

all know, even this small number of people have difficulty reaching consensus, never mind unanimity. Expecting 301 

people to unanimously agree on a budget proposal seems unreasonably difficult. 

Tiverton Dad 

7:19am on Friday, June 3, 2011  

Why should it be more difficult for a taxpayers group to submit a budget than it is for the budget committee or Town 

Council? What would it take top get 300 signatures. Standing in front of CVS and trying to convince strangers that 

your proposal makes more sense? Hanging around the Little League fields? Secondly, what you call confusing, I 

call democracy. 

Tiverton Dad 

1:21pm on Saturday, June 4, 2011  

If it's too difficult for an ordinary citizen with good ideas to submit a budget, then the only alternatives we'll see will 

come from organized PACs and groups like TCC, Tiverton Democrats and CURB. Business as usual. 

Tiverton Dad 

12:28pm on Sunday, June 5, 2011  

This argument is getting circular, but I will say one last thing. Think, Joe, how difficult it will be for "Joe Smith," who 

has maybe lived here ten years, works full-time in a different town, doesn't belong to any organized political 

committee, has kids to raise and elderly parents to care for, with only a typical circle of friends, to craft a budget and 

collect 300 signatures. The effort would have to be extraordinary, and even close to impossible. In fact, even if the 

amount of signatures were dropped to 100, it would still be a daunting task for "Joe Smith." If such a person exists, 

and against the odds was able to clear all of these hurdles, this sort of grass-roots, ground floor democracy in action 

should be applauded, not demeaned as a cause of confusion. 
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From Tiverton Patch 

Joe Sousa. 

6:54pm on Sunday, June 5, 2011  

Joe Smith could use the voting list, and could make phone calls to promote the amendment. If you feel strongly 

enough about a subject, motivation and hard work make it happen. There are many grass roots organizations that 

started with a singles persons ideas in our little town. If it is a question worthy of being on the docket people will 

work to get it there. 5% is a reasonable requirement. 

Tiverton Dad 

9:55am on Monday, June 6, 2011  

There is one way that this proposal is different from the FTM, and one way that it's the same, and neither are 

positive. It's different, because at the FTM any person with an idea can stand up and have their idea heard and 

usually debated. We saw this in action at the last FTM with the amendment to lower the budget by an amount 

corresponding to the increase in teachers' salaries and benefits. The FTM provides easy and immediate access to 

the voters by ordinary citizens with sharp ideas; this proposal does not.  

The proposal is the same as the FTM because the only people who will likely have the time to jump through the 

hoops to submit a budget proposal are wealthy and/or retired. Like the FTM, this provision places more of a burden 

on working people and people with kids, who simply find it difficult or don't have time to participate. I am basically 

"Joe Smith." Realistically, I can't imagine I would have the time and energy to develop a budget and find 301 

signatures. It's not a matter of commitment, it's simply a matter of time. 

I've heard enough from Joe. I would like to hear from Jeff Caron, Dave Nelson, or another proponent of this portion 

of the proposal. As I have said in the past, in theory I am strongly in favor of replacing the FTM with a town-wide 

referendum. But this part of the proposal leaves me cold, and it forces me to think about the positive side of the 

FTM. I'm not sure what my vote on this proposal would be at this point. 
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